Unforseen turn of events – approx.. Sept. 2005
It was a lengthy OBE, during which I was very conscious.
I found myself in a certain building, made up of various different rooms. I flew through this
building, looking down on the rooms, and was keen to leave some kind of proof that I had
been there, while OOB. That was my 'mission'.
The experience involved a lot, but I want to mention a certain part here; I at one point saw a
big bookcase, situated against the wall I was approaching, in one of the rooms. I decided to
move towards it, and when I hovered above it I decided to try and write something on the top
of this bookcase. While contemplating how to do such a thing (I was OOB after all!), I noticed
that other things had already been written on the surface. This surprised me. I also noticed
some crayons, somewhere close-by. In the end I decided to use one of these crayons to write
with. But what to write .... ??
Now, this is the (I think) interesting part: I ended up writing 'BOO'. Don't ask me how I came
up with this ... when out of body you often do something in a spontanious fashion, without
actually (with your consciousness 'here') knowing why. But that's what I wrote. I was all in
favour of this 'word', although I didn't even know where I had gotten it from, and believe I
didn't question this either, at the time.
Only, I just couldn't come up with anything better/more suitable at the time.
When thinking about this word as an option to write down, I linked it to a cow; to the sound
they make. :-) But in fact (as I realised only after waking up), the sound they make is not
'BOO', but 'MOO' !
It was only a while after I had had this experience that I suddenly realised - through
something which triggered me to think back to this experience and make a certain link with
this word I then wrote down - that 'BOO' is 'OOB' spelled backwards!
I thought that was a wonderfull realisation and a magical thing!

